
 

Giving Back to society and Environment 

 

"This College should sincerely serve the cause of the education needs of the women of Jagtial." 

With this intention in 1998, the college was formed. With this spirit of sincerity the college 

always believed in high standards of academic, professional, and societal performance. 

 

We believe that college life is not all about academics, games, friends, and fun. It is also about 

learning to interact with other people, being aware of social, environmental and gender issues, 

and inequities in the society. We provide an opportunity to every student to contribute to make 

the society in which they live a better place and to grow as better individuals. This college has 

committed itself to the task of inculcating social values and responsibilities in its students. 

In line with its intention of working towards the socio-economic development of the country, this 

c o l l e g e has taken utmost care to give back to the community. Several student committees are 

formed to carry out the duties towards society. The Fresher’s day gives the freshwomen an 

insight into the College’s values and vision. 

 

Along with other sports cultural and technical activities, the NSS unit plans activities like tree 

plantation and field visits to expose the students to the pressing issues in our society. The 

sessions on various social issues is arranged by experts in camps. Not only has that, faculty 

members also interacted regularly with the students through open discussions on various topics. 

Several activities are undertaken for the students to expose them to the pressing environmental 

issues that ail us. They are taken on field visits to related industries and encouraged to participate 

in competitions dealing with environmental issues. The competitions are held for students to 

present their ideas to address the environmental issues. 

 

As a special thrust, societal development is also instilled on a large scale into the students 

through the active three NSS units which undertakes various services to inculcate social values. 

Throughout the year, the NSS unit undertakes a plethora of events ranging from street plays, 

cleanliness drives, tree plantation drives, donation drives, waste management drives, gender 

equity, field visits and many more. The NSS unit has also emphasized on preventing plastic in 

the campus and society. 

 



The institute ensures that the social values and feeling of giving back to the society is not limited 

to the NSS unit. In addition to the activities by NSS, many students come up with ideas to 

contribute to society too, and at camps, we encourage them to go forward by supporting them in 

executing the ideas. The students have conducted blood donation drives in the past. Our students 

spread awareness about COVID 

19. Keeping in mind the concerns regarding mental health during the lockdown, webinars were 

organized like functional fitness for healthy life style, Yoga etc. 

 

The institute has been following a reduced paper drive since the last five years. All 

communications are only done using Zoom, gmail, social media like Whatsapp etc.. The students 

also contribute to this initiative, and all our event registrations are paper free and done only 

through google forms. We also strictly prohibit use of thermocol for any creative activities. 

 

“Those who have the ability to act, have the responsibility to act.” Abiding by this principle, 

several certificate courses were introduced. Apart from this, Computer Skills, Spoken English, 

and Mathematics 

are developed through coaching for competitive examinations. As it is rightly said ? It costs a 

candle nothing to light another candle. Hence, College has pledged to be the candle of inspiration 

and go on to light the spreading of Knowledge. The college has now successfully completed 

online certificate courses. Every faculty member and students are encouraged to contribute to 

this cause. 

 

All the student members also do their bit by interacting with the students in meetings. At 

College, every student, as individuals and together with staff, takes part in this endless odyssey 

of giving back to the society, and to transform it to make it a better place. 

Vision of OurInstitution is to mould and Empower students in the pursuit of 

Knowledge,values,Social Responsibility and help them to Achieve excellence in various 

fields,thereby preparing them to face global challenges.The Institution has been striving to 

provide quality education to the students who take admission in this college. Most of the students 

who took admission belong to the rural area and are economically poor. The institution has been 

taking all the necessary measures in procuring the infrastructural facilities and in strengthening 

the teaching, learning and evaluation process to provide quality education to all the students. The 

complete focus of all the stake holders from the management side such as Principal, Teaching 

and Non teaching staff and the CPDC members strive to transform a normal student into an 

educationally empowered student who can face the modern age challenges. The Institution has 

been constantly honing the skills and equipping the students with the knowledge to get 

cornucopia of employment opportunities in the highly competitive environment. The Institution  



has been encouraging the students to excel in all the activities so as to become a knowledgeable 
citizen of India. The vast collection of reference books in thelibrary providesa treasure of 

knowledge. 

https://ccets.cag.gov.in//Uploads/files/ Recent Updates/59906. pdf 
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